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Key Concept:

• Logistic Regression for I × J tables
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Binary Logistic Regression

Objective: Estimate the probability that a

characteristic is present (e.g. estimate probability of

”success”) given the value of explanatory variable(s)

Variables:

• Let Yi be a binary response variable

Yi =

8

<

:

1 if the trait is present in observation i

0 if the trait is NOT present in observ. i

• Xi be an explanatory variable for observation i;

it can be discrete and/or continuous.

Assumptions:

• The data Y1, Y2, ..., Yn are independently

distributed

• Distribution of Yi is Bin(ni, πi)

• πi = Pr(Yi = 1|Xi) =probability that the

characteristic is present in observation i given the

value of the explanatory variable Xi.
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Model:

πi = Pr(Yi = 1|Xi) =
exp(β0 + β1Xi)

1 + exp(β0 + β1Xi)

or

logit(πi) = log
“ πi

1 − πi

”

= β0 + β1Xi
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Parameter Estimation:

The maximum likelhood estimator (MLE) for (β0, β1)

is obtained by finding (β̂0, β̂1) that maximizes

L(β0, β1) =

N
Y

i=1

πyi

i (1−πi)
ni−yi =

N
Y

i=1

exp{yi(β0 + β1Xi)}

1 + exp(β0 + β1Xi)

In general, there are no closed-form solutions, so the

ML estimates are obtained by using iterative

algorithms such as Newton-Raphson (NR), Iteratively

reweighted least squares (IRWLS), etc.

If you are interested in computational aspects of these

algorithms and how to implement them, a good

starting reference is:

http://www.stat.cmu.edu/∼minka/papers/logreg/

In Agresti, see 4.6.1 and for logistic regression

5.5.4-5.5.5.
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Interpretation of Parameter Estimates:

• exp(β0)=the odds that the characteristic is

present in an observation i when Xi = 0

• exp(β1)=for every unit increase in Xi, the odds

that the characteristic is present is multiplied by

exp(β1). This is an estimated odds ratio.

exp(β0 + β1(Xi + 1))

exp(β0 + β1Xi)
= exp(β1)

The logistic model stipulates that the effect of a

covariate on the chance of ”success” is linear on the

log-odds scale, or multiplicative on the odds scale.

• If βj > 0, then exp(βj) > 1, and the odds

increase.

• If βj < 0,then exp(βj) < 1, and the odds

decrease.
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Inference for Logistic Regression:

• Confidence Intervals for parameters

• Hypothesis testing

• Distribution of probability estimates
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Last lecture:

• Yi binary response, Xi binary explanatory

variable

• link to 2 × 2 tabels and chi-square test of

independence

yi ni

1–2 parents smoke 816 4019

Neither parent smokes 188 1356

Today:

• Yi binary response, Xi discrete explanatory

variable (with k=3 levels)

• link to 2 × 3 tables
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Now let’s replicate the analysis of the original 3 × 2

tables with logistic regression.

Student smokes?

How many parents smoke? Yes (Z = 1) No (Z = 2)

Both (Y = 1) 400 1380

One (Y = 2) 416 1823

Neither (Y = 3) 188 1168

First, we re-express the data in terms of yi=number

of smoking students, and ni=number of students for

three groups based on parents behavior:

Student smokes?

How many parents smoke? yi ni

Both 400 1780

One 416 2239

Neither 188 1356
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Then we decide on a baseline level for the explanatory

variable X, and create k − 1 dummy indicators if X is

a categorical variable with k levels.

For our example, let’s parent smoking=Neither be a

baseline, and define a pair of dummy indicators,

X1 =

8

<

:

1 if parent smoking=One ,

0 otherwise,

X2 =

8

<

:

1 if parent smoking=Both,

0 otherwise.
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Let π = odds of student smoking. Then the model

log

„

π

1 − π

«

= β0 + β1X1 + β2X2

says that the log-odds of student smoking are β0 for

parents smoking=neither, β0 + β1 for parents

smoking=one and β0 + β2 for parents smoking=both.

Therefore,

β1 = log-odds for one

− log-odds for neither

β2 = log-odds for both

− log-odds for neither,

and we expect to get β̂1 = ln(1.42) = .351 and

β̂2 = ln(1.80) = .588. The estimated intercept should

be

β̂0 = log(188/1168) = −1.826
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There are different versions of SAS program on the
course website to fit this data. Here is one,
lec11ex2v2.sas

data smoke;

input s $ y n ;

cards;

2 400 1780

1 416 2239

0 188 1356

;

proc logistic descending;

class s (ref=first)/ param=ref;

model y/n = s /scale=none lackfit;

output out=predict pred=prob reschi=pearson resdev=deviance;;

run;

data diagnostics;

set predict;

shat = n*prob;

fhat = n*(1-prob);

run;

proc print data=diagnostics;

var s y n prob shat fhat pearson deviance;;

run;

The option param=ref tells SAS to create a set of two

dummy variables to distinguish among the three

categories.
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In another version, lec11ex2.sas:

proc logistic descending;

class s (ref=’neither’) / order=data param=ref;

model y/n = s /scale=none;

output out=predict pred=prob;

run;

proc print data=predict;

run;

In the class statement, the option order=data tells

SAS to sort the categories of S by the order in which

they appear in the dataset rather than alphabetical

order.

The option ref=’neither’ makes neither the

reference group (i.e. the group for which both dummy

variables are zero).
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Let’s look at some relevant portions of the output of

lec11ex2v1.lst:
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Model Information

Data Set WORK.SMOKE

Response Variable (Events) y

Response Variable (Trials) n

Number of Observations 3

Model binary logit

Optimization Technique Fisher’s scoring

Fisher scoring is a variant of Newton-Raphson

method for ML estimation. In logistic regression they

are equivalent.
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Response Profile

Ordered Binary Total

Value Outcome Frequency

1 Event 1004

2 Nonevent 4371
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Class Level Information

Design

Variables

Class Value 1 2

s 0 0 0

1 1 0

2 0 1

From an explanatory variable S with 3 levels (0,1,2),

we created two dummy variables:

X1 =

8

<

:

1 if parent smoking=One ,

0 otherwise,

X2 =

8

<

:

1 if parent smoking=Both,

0 otherwise.

Since parent smoking=Neither is equal 0 for both

dummy variables, that’s the baseline.
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Class Level Information

Design

Variables

Class Value 1 2

s both 1 0

one 0 1

neither 0 0
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Model Convergence Status

Convergence criterion (GCONV=1E-8) satisfied.

Since we are using an iterative procedure to fit the

model, that is to find the ML estimates, we need some

indication if the algorithm converged.
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What are the parameter estimates? What is the fitted
model?

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Standard Wald

Parameter DF Estimate Error Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq

Intercept 1 -1.8266 0.0786 540.2949 <.0001

s 1 1 0.3491 0.0955 13.3481 0.0003

s 2 1 0.5882 0.0970 36.8105 <.0001

The saturated model ls,

logit(π) = −1.8266 + 0.3491X1 + 0.5882X2

And estimated probability of a child smoking given

the explanatory variable:

π̂i =
exp(−1.8266 + 0.3491X1 + 0.5882X2)

1 + exp(−1.8266 + 0.3491X1 + 0.5882X2)

For example, the predicted probability of a student

smoking given that only one parent is smoking is

P (Yi = 1|neither = 0, one = 1, both = 0)

= P (Yi = 1|X1 = 1, X2 = 0)

=
exp (−1.8266 + 0.3491)

1 + exp (−1.8266 + 0.3491)
(1)
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Testing individual parameters:

Testing a hypothesis that the probability of the

characteristic depends on the value of the jth variable.

Testing H0 : βj = 0 versus H1 : βj 6= 0.

The Wald chi-squared statistics z2 = (β̂j/SE(β̂k))2 for

these tests are displayed along with the estimated

coefficients in the “Analysis of Maximum Likelihood

Estimates” section.

We could compare z2 to a chisquare with one degree

of freedom; the p-value would then be the area to the

right of z2 under the χ2
1 density curve.

A value of z2 bigger than 3.84 indicates that we can

reject the null hypothesis βj = 0 at the .05-level.

β1 :
“0.3491

0.0955

”2

= 13.3481
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Confidence Intervals: An approximate (1 − α)×

100% confidence interval for βj is given by

β̂j ± z(1−α/2) × SE(β̂j)

For example, a 95% Ci for β1

0.3491 ± 1.96 × 0.0955 = (0.16192, 0.5368)

Then, the 95% CI for the odds of a child smoking if

one parent is smoking in comparison to neither

smoking is

(exp(0.16192), exp(0.5368)) = (1.176, 1.710)
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Odds Ratio Estimates

Point 95% Wald

Effect Estimate Confidence Limits

s 1 vs 0 1.418 1.176 1.710

s 2 vs 0 1.801 1.489 2.178
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Testing the joint significance of all predictors.

Testing the null hypothesis that the set of coefficients

is simultaneously zero.

In our model

log

„

π

1 − π

«

= β0 + β1X1 + β2X2,

test H0 : β1 = β2 = 0 versus the alternative that at

least one of the coefficients β1, . . . , βp is not zero.

This is like the overall F−test in linear regression.

In other words, this is testing the null hypothesis that

an intercept-only model is correct,

log

„

π

1 − π

«

= β0

versus the alternative that the current model is

correct

log

„

π

1 − π

«

= β0 + β1X1 + β2X2,
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In the SAS output, three different chisquare statistics

for this test are displayed in the section “Testing

Global Null Hypothesis: Beta=0,” corresponding to

the the likelihood ratio, score and Wald tests.

Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0

Test Chi-Square DF Pr > ChiSq

Likelihood Ratio 38.3658 2 <.0001

Score 37.5663 2 <.0001

Wald 37.0861 2 <.0001

This test has k degrees of freedom (e.g. the number of

dummy indicators, that is the number of

β-parameters (except the intercept).

Large chisquare statistics lead to small p-values and

provide evidence against the intercept-only model in

favor of the current model.
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Wald test: Let β̃ = (β̂1, . . . , β̂k)T be the vector of

ML estimates for the coefficients in question, and let

V̂ (β̃) denote the k × k submatrix corresponding to β̃

in the overall estimated covariance matrix for β̂. The

Wald statistic is

W = β̃T V̂ (β̃)−1β̃

which is asymptotically distributed as χ2
k under the

null hypothesis; the Wald p-value is P (χ2
k ≥ W ). The

Wald test is based on the asymptotic normality of β̂.

Likelihood Ratio Test:Rather than using the Wald,

most statisticians would prefer the LR test. First fit

the full model, and then fit the reduced model with

X1, X2, . . . ,Xk eliminated. The LR statistic is

∆G2 = 2 × (loglikelihood from full model

− loglikelihood from reduced model) ,

and the p-value is P (∆G2 ≥ χ2
k).

That is,

∆G2 = 2 × (loglikelihood current model

− loglikelihood null model) .
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If these three tests agree, that’s evidence that the

large-sample approximations are working well and the

results are trustworthy. If the results from the three

tests disagree, most statisticians would tend to trust

the likelihood-ratio test more than the other two.

In our example, the “intercept only” model or the null

model says that student’s smoking is unrelated to

parents’ smoking habits. Thus the test of the global

null hypothesis β1 = β2 = 0 is equivalent to the usual

test for independence in the 3 × 2 table. The

estimated coefficients and SE’s are as we predicted, as

well as the estimated odds ratios.
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Testing that an arbitrary group of coefficients

is zero:

To test the null hypothesis that a group of k

coefficients is zero, we need to fit two models:

• the reduced model which omits the k predictors

in question, and

• the current model which includes them.

Test: H0: reduced model is true vs. HA:

current model is true

For the previous test this would be equivalent to

testing ”intercept-only” model vs. full (saturated)

model
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To perform the test, we must look at the “Model Fit

Statistics” section and examine the value of “−2 Log

L” for “Intercept and Covariates.”

The likelihood-ratio statistic is

∆G2 = −2 log L from reduced model

− (−2 log L from current model)

and the degrees of freedom is k (the number of

coefficients in question). The p-value is P (χ2
k ≥ ∆G2).

Model Fit Statistics

Intercept

Intercept and

Criterion Only Covariates

AIC 5178.510 5144.144

SC 5185.100 5163.913

-2 Log L 5176.510 5138.144

Larger values of ∆G2 lead to small p-values, which

provide evidence against the reduced model in favor
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of the current model.

For our example,

∆G2 = 5176.510 − 5138.144 = 38.3658 with

df = 3 − 1 = 2.

Notice that this matches

Likelihood Ratio 38.3658 2 <.0001

from ”Testing Global Hypothesis: BETA=0” section.
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Another way to calculate the test statistic is

∆G2 = G2 from reduced model

−G2 from current model,

where the G2’s are the overall goodness-of-fit

statistics which we will mention in the next.
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Overall goodness-of-fit testing:

If the ni’s are sufficiently large, we can test the fit of

the logit model

log

„

πi

1 − πi

«

= xT
i β, i = 1, . . . , N

against an unrestricted alternative that allows each πi

to lie anywhere in (0, 1). This is equivalent to

comparing the p-parameter model logit(πi) = xT
i β to

an N -parameter saturated model that has an

intercept plus N − 1 dummy variables to distinguish

among the N observational units.

Let π̂i = expit(xT
i β̂) and µ̂i = niπ̂i be the ML fitted

values for πi and µi = E(yi) under the current model.

Under the saturated model, the ML estimates for πi

and µi are pi = yi/ni and yi.

Test: H0 : current model vs. HA : saturated

model
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The Pearson residuals are defined as

ri =
yi − µ̂i

q

V̂ (µ̂i)
=

yi − niπ̂i
p

niπ̂i(1 − π̂i)

and the Pearson goodness-of fit statistic is

X2 =

N
X

i=1

r2
i ,

which we would compare to a χ2
N−p distribution.

The deviance test statistic is

G2 = 2

N
X

i=1



yi log

„

yi

µ̂i

«

+ (ni − yi) log

„

ni − yi

ni − µ̂i

« ff

,

which we would again compare to χ2
N−p.
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Where do these tests come from? Imagine an N × 2

table where the rows correspond to the observational

units i = 1, . . . , N and the columns correspond to

success (S) and failure (T):

S F

i = 1 y1 n1 − y1

i = 2 y2 n2 − y2

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

i = N yN nN − yN

Because we are not concerned about the distribution

of the data across the rows, we treat the row totals

n1, . . . , nN as fixed and assume a product-multinomial

model.
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The contribution of the ith row to the Pearson

statistic X2 is

(yi − µ̂i)
2

µ̂i
+

((ni − yi) − (ni − µ̂i))
2

ni − µ̂i
= r2

i ,

and the contribution of the ith row to the deviance is

2



yi log

„

yi

µ̂i

«

+ (ni − yi) log

„

ni − yi

ni − µ̂i

« ff

.

For the χ2 approximation to work well, we need the

ni’s sufficiently large so that µ̂i ≥ 5 and ni − µ̂i ≥ 5

for most of the rows i. We can afford to have about

20% of these values less than 5, but none of them

should fall below 1.

With real data, we often find that the ni’s are not big

enough for an accurate test.
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The p-value is the area to the right of X2 or G2 under

the chisquare density curve.

Notice that, for this test, large values of X2 or G2

lead to small p-values which provide evidence that the

current model does not fit. In all of the previous

tests, small p-values led us to prefer the current

model. But in this test, small p-values lead us to

reject the current model.

To get PROC LOGISTIC to print out the test

statistics X2 and G2, we need to include the option

SCALE=NONE in the model statement, like this:

model y/n =s / scale=none;

Applying this to our example, we get:

Deviance and Pearson Goodness-of-Fit Statistics

Criterion DF Value Value/DF Pr > ChiSq

Deviance 0 0.0000 . .

Pearson 0 0.0000 . .
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The goodness-of-fit statistics X2 and G2 from this

model are both zero, because the model is saturated.

However, suppose that we fit the intercept-only

model. This is accomplished by removing the

predictor from the model statement, like this:

model y/n = / scale=none;

The goodness-of-fit statistics are shown below.

Deviance and Pearson Goodness-of-Fit Statistics

Criterion DF Value Value/DF Pr > ChiSq

Deviance 2 38.3658 19.1829 <.0001

Pearson 2 37.5663 18.7832 <.0001

The Pearson statistic X2 = 37.5663 is precisely equal

to the ordinary X2 for testing independence in the

2 × 3 table. And the deviance G2 = 38.3658 is

precisely equal to the G2 for testing independence in

the 2 × 3 table.

Thus we have shown that analyzing a 2 × 3 table for

relatedness is equivalent to logistic regression with a

dummy variable for 2 × J tables.
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In the model statement, the option lackfit tells
SAS to compute Hosmer-Lemshow statistics and
print the partitioning.

Partition for the Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Event Nonevent

Group Total Observed Expected Observed Expected

1 1356 188 188.00 1168 1168.00

2 2239 416 416.00 1823 1823.00

3 1780 400 400.00 1380 1380.00

Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness-of-Fit Test

Chi-Square DF Pr > ChiSq

0.0000 1 1.0000
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If we include the statement

output out=predict pred=phat

reschi=pearson resdev=deviance;

in the PROC LOGISTIC call, then SAS creates a

new dataset called “results” that includes all of

the variables in the original dataset, the predicted

probabilities π̂i, the Pearson residuals and the

deviance residuals. Then we can add some code

to calculate and print out the estimated expected

number of successes µ̂i = niπ̂i and failures

ni − µ̂i = ni(1 − π̂i).
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Running this program gives a new output section:

Obs s y n prob shat fhat pearson deviance

1 2 400 1780 0.22472 400.000 1380.00 -.000000031 0

2 1 416 2239 0.18580 416.000 1823.00 -3.6617E-15 0

3 0 188 1356 0.13864 188.000 1168.00 -.000001291 -.000001307

Most of the “shat” and “fhat” values are greater than

5.0, so the χ2 approximation is trustworthy.
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Next:

Binary logistic regression with continuous

predictor

More on model checking


